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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

Thursday, 28th September 2017

Venue:
Georgian National Museum Auditorium (3, Purtseladze Street) – 1st floor

10:00 –10:30 Registration 

10:30–11:00 Opening of the conference 
 Greetings and introductory speeches 

• Zaal Abashidze, PhD, Director of the Korneli Kekelidze Geor-
gian National Centre of Manuscripts

• Prof. George Gugushvili, Rector of Tbilisi State Academy of 
Art 

• Prof. Nino Tchogoshvili, PhD, Dean of the Faculty of Restora-
tion, Art History and Theory, Tbilisi State Academy of Art

11:00–11:30 Georgia as a Crossroad
 Dimitri Tumanishvili, Nino Gaganidze and Ana Kldiashvili
 Guest speakers

11:30–12:45 Panel 1, Moderator: Marina Vicelja Matijašić
• Stavros Panayiotou (Paphos, Cyprus)

 Re-examining Hagiographical Sources on the Arabo-Byzantine 
Intercultural Relations in the Medieval Eastern Mediterranean

• Dea Gunia (Tbilisi, Georgia)
 Symbolic Sculptural Decoration of Georgia Kumurdo Cathe-

dral and its Connections with Ancient Roman or Romanesque 
Cultures

• Costanza Beltrami (London, UK)
 ‘…The Courageous Alchemist Who Dared to Mix Such Dif-

ferent Spirits’: Reconsidering the Use of Islamic Decoration in 
San Juan de los Reyes, Toledo, and in the Oeuvre of Juan Guas 
(Documented 1453–1496)

 Discussion
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12:45–14:15 Lunch break1

14:15 –15:30 Panel 2, Moderator: Dalibor Prančević
• Katharina Swoboda (Hamburg, Germany)

 The Frame that Blinds Us
• Kristian Handberg (Copenhagen, Denmark)

 Cosmonaut Paintings as Contemporary Art: The Soviet Pavilion 
at the Venice Biennale as Crossroads of Different Modernities

• Elena Korowin (Freiburg, Germany)  
 The Summer of 59 and the Rise of Soviet Nonconformists
 Discussion 

15:30–16:00 Coffee break 

16:00–17:15 Panel 3, Moderator: Ketevan Tsetskhladze
• Kristine Darchia (Tbilisi, Georgia)

 Reflections of Paul Cezanne’s Painting in Klara Kvees Creative 
Art (Georgian Painting of 1920’s)

• J. English Cook (New York, USA)
 Reel Living Landscapes: Americanism and the Built Environ-

ment in Early Global Cinema
• Sophie-Charlotte Opitz (Frankfurt, Germany)

 Dynamics and Travels of Cross-Cultural Dialogue within Con-
ceptual War Photography

 Discussion

18.00 –  Opening of the Exhibition “Art and Cross-cultural Dialogue: 
Identity and Cultural Diversity” 

 Venue: 19 Jan Shardeni Street, Tbilisi, Georgia  
https://goo.gl/maps/uJcDR9drsx22

1 Lunch is not provided by the organizers.
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Friday, 29th September 2017

Venue:
Georgian National Museum Auditorium (3, Purtseladze Street) – 1st floor

10:00–11:15 Panel 4, Moderator: Asta Vrečko
• Levent Boz (Ankara, Turkey)

 Oriental Carpets and Unexpected Encounters
• Špela Grošelj (Istanbul, Turkey)

 This is My Hammam
• Ieva Kalnača (Riga, Latvia)

 The Manifestations of Neo-Islamic Style in Baltic Architecture 
and Interior Design as an Example of a Versatile Cross-Cultural 
Dialogue

 Discussion

11:15–11:45 Coffee break

11:45–13:00 Panel 5, Moderator: Nenad Makuljević
• Vuk Dautović (Belgrade, Serbia) 

 Sephardic Jews and Transfer of the Spanish Culture to the Bal-
kan throughout the Early Modern Period

• Tatia Oboladze (Tbilisi, Georgia)
 Reception of the City in French and Georgian Symbolist 

Esthetics
• Ekaterine Bagdavadze (Tbilisi, Georgia)

 Art as One of the Main Expressions of Identity: Artifact Her-
meneutics and Identity Crisis

 Discussion

13:00–14:30 Lunch break2

2 Lunch is not provided by the organizers.
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14:30–15:45 Panel 6, Moderator: Nino Tchogoshvili
• Christin Ruppio (Dortmund, Germany) 

 The Hohenhof in Hagen: Early Modern Architecture as a Gate-
way to Dialogue

• Tamar Kharatishvili (Evanston Illinois, USA) 
 Crossing Borders and Conflicting Visions: Light and Move-

ment in La Prose du Transsibérien
• Meri Matsaberidze (Tbilisi, Georgia)

 Androgyne Paradigm in Georgian Modernism (On the Exam-
ple of Some Works by Petre Otskheli)

 Discussion

15:45–16:15 Coffee break 

16:15–17:30 Panel 7, Moderator: Nina Unković
• Marija Krnić (Coventry, UK) 

 Adaptation and Resistance: The Genesis of Dalmatian Saints’ 
Plays in Cross-Cultural Perspective

• Stefanie Proksch-Weilguni (Vienna, Austria) 
 Artists beyond Borders: Maria Lassnig in New York 

(1968-1980)
• Sanja Sekelj (Zagreb, Croatia) 

 Shifting Geographies Mutability of Croatia’s Artistic Geogra-
phy in the 1990's

 Discussion

19:00 –  Closing dinner3

 Venue: 
Kala Café in ‘Kalaubani’ 
8/10 Erekle II St. Tbilisi
https://goo.gl/maps/isYswK4abCK2

3 Conference Participants and members of Organizational Committee are welcome to the dinner. All costs are pro-
vided by the host organizations.
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Saturday, 30th September 2017

09:00  Free Guided Tour to Mtskheta
 Venue: Rose Revolution Square, Tbilisi 
 https://goo.gl/maps/g3uR5kYwYbk

13:00 – 14:00  Free Guided Tour to the Museum of Fine Arts
 Venue: 2/4 Aleksandr Pushkin St, Tbilisi 
 https://goo.gl/maps/AsNtxm2W6PR2

Contact: conference.phd2017@gmail.com
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Guest speakers
Dimitri Tumanishvili, PhD, Professor
Faculty of Restoration Art History and Theory 
Apollon Kutateladze Tbilisi State Academy of Art 
22 Griboedov Str., Tbilisi 0108, Georgia 
tumanish@yahoo.com 

Ana Kldiashvili, PhD, Professor
Faculty of Restoration Art History and Theory 
Apollon Kutateladze Tbilisi State Academy of Art 
22 Griboedov Str., Tbilisi 0108, Georgia 
ana.kldiashvili@art.edu.ge

Nino Gaganidze, PhD, Professor
Faculty of Restoration Art History and Theory 
Apollon Kutateladze Tbilisi State Academy of Art 
22 Griboedov Str., Tbilisi 0108, Georgia 
ninogaganidze@yahoo.com

GEORGIA AS A CROSSROAD

Georgian art with its millennium history has been and still is being created at the 
crossroads of Eastern and Western cultures. Geographical location and historical 
realities have made for the nature of this art to harmoniously match at first glance, 
radically different artistic trends of these two worlds and to create an original Geor-
gian culture.
In each epoch, all types of artistic works were created in Georgia by considering 
a specific worldview, belief or ideology, the significance of which greatly exceeded 
boundaries of one country and contributed to the world cultural heritage. In archi-
tecture, fine and applied art, such original works include three partite (Dreikirchen-
basilika) basilica, cave monasteries of David Gareja and Vardzia carved in rock, mu-
ral paintings of Atheni, Ishkhani and Kintsvisi churches, illuminated manuscripts  
of Jruchi, Labskaldi and Mokvi gospels, stone reliefs of Oshki and Nikortsminda 
churches, Bedia Chalice, triptych of the Virgin from Khakhuli monastery and etc.
The School of Georgian Art History was established by academician Giorgi Chu-
binashvili in the first half of the twentieth century considering Georgian arts in the 
context of world art, and studying it as an integral part of the world culture. Never-
theless, comparison of this art with more widespread concurrent material identifies 
its distinctive features and Georgian identity. Georgia holds an important place in 
the world cultural map in Ancient and Medieval worlds. Multiple works of Geor-
gian art enrich the intercultural studies of ancient and contemporary art, providing 
for proper depth and diversity. Increasing interest of young scholars for well-known, 
or still unexplored artefacts, artistic developments or trends of Georgian culture rep-
resents a precondition for continuous development of art studies.
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Ekaterine Bagdavadze
PhD Student
Apollon Kutateladze Tbilisi State Academy of Art
V. Dolidze 8/38, 0171 Tbilisi, Georgia 
ekaterine@kunstcinema.com

ART AS ONE OF THE MAIN EXPRESSIONS OF IDENTITY: 
ARTIFACT HERMENEUTICS AND IDENTITY CRISIS

A critical review of form analysis (an art historical method), as an axiomatic basis 
towards revealing and understanding identity. We follow the “language” of form as 
it decrypts the factual impression (imprint) of an image - where the external “print” 
(the indexical trace) of the internally “encrypted” image (quantum or concrete, con-
scious or intuitive, abstract or technical) confirms the artefact. Here, the artefact is 
considered not only as something artificially made (in its broader sence), but also 
in its full etymological context - as an artificially done deed i.e as an artificial fact 
(Latin arte + factum). The factual potency means the physical trace of a form as a 
phenomenal reflection of its essence, making formal articulation possible. The axi-
oms of formal analysis are presented as a possibility of revealing identity (within its 
personal, cultural or epochal presence) rather than meaning, avoiding the danger of 
fragmentation and multiplicity of meanings. This makes cross cultural dialogue pos-
sible through the universal language of form. Through the method of form analysis 
the “function of formlessness” is revealed (aletheia) rather than reviewed and defined 
(latin de-finitus). Art viewed only as pure abstract meaning without its substrate ref-
erent is reminiscent of the mystical “floating signifier” representing an undetermined 
quantity of signification, which in itself is empty of meaning and therefore is always 
“open” to receive any meaning. Indeed, it is by its “artefactuality” that the actuality of 
the floating signifier without its substrate referent and the current state of identity 
crisis, as an epochal presence, is symptomatically expressed by contemporary art.
The presentation will feature examples of artworks from different cultural and ep-
ochal backgrounds.
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Constanza Beltrami
PhD Student
Courtauld Institute of Art
Strand, London WC2R 0RN, United Kingdom
costanza.beltrami@courtauld.ac.uk

‘…THE COURAGEOUS ALCHEMIST WHO DARED TO 
MIX SUCH DIFFERENT SPIRITS’1: RECONSIDERING THE 
USE OF ISLAMIC DECORATION IN SAN JUAN DE LOS 
REYES, TOLEDO, AND IN THE OEUVRE OF JUAN GUAS 
(DOCUMENTED 1453–1496)

Medieval Spain is often considered a unique example of cross-cultural dialogue be-
tween Jewish, Muslim and Christian populations. As late as the fifteenth-century, 
cities such as Toledo were culturally and artistically influenced by their Islamic past 
within Al-Andalus. The nature of these encounters — respectful or otherwise — has 
been investigated in several recent studies. However, much remains to be explored. 
This paper will address the synthesis of Gothic and Islamic architectural elements 
in the work of Juan Guas (documented 1453–1496), arguably the most successful 
master mason of late medieval Castile, and the subject of my PhD research. 
Even today, scholarship on Guas is deeply influenced by the work of Fernando Chue-
ca Goitia and José María Azcárate. In a seminal article of 1951, Azcárate identified 
Guas as the genius who single-handedly created Spain’s first ‘national style’ by fusing 
the northern European Gothic of his native France with the so-called mudéjar tradi-
tions of southern Iberia. Azcárate explained the process of synthesis: while working 
in Toledo as an apprentice stonemason, Guas imbued the plaster-, wood- and brick-
work architecture typical of the city, once the capital of one of Al-Andalus’ richest 
kingdoms. Then, as a master mason, Guas ‘translated’ such traditional decorative 
elements from their original materials into stone, faithfully reproducing the striking 
visual effects of mudéjar architecture with an alien material. 
This account is captivating, yet problematic. First and foremost, Azcárate’s scholar-
ship is tainted by the politics and presumptions of the Francoist era. Moreover, can 
the urban environment ‘teach’ architectural style as Azcárate proposed, or should we 
attribute this role to people and their encounters, rather than to the environment? 
What practical problems emerged when daring decorative element such as muqar-
nas vaults were recast in a material with radically different physical properties? And 
was this decoration chosen for its meaning, or just for its appearance? 
To explore these questions, this paper will focus on the Franciscan Monastery of San 
Juan de los Reyes (Toledo). Begun in 1477 and finished by the turn of the century, 
its monastic church was lavishly patronised by the Catholic Monarchs, Isabel I and 
Ferdinand V. The church’s crossing pillars feature an imitation of muqarnas, just next 
1 Fernando Chueca Goitia, Historia de la Arquitectura Española, Edad Antigua, Edad Media (Madrid: Dossat, 

1965), p. 598.
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to such typical Gothic and Christian elements as blind tracery and statues of saints. 
Exploring this dazzling container or religious and political meaning, my paper will 
explore how a migrant artist ‘beyond borders’ could achieve the synthesis of different 
architectural traditions. 
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Levent Boz
PhD Student
Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Republic of Turkey
Ulus Eski Sayıştay Binası, Strateji Dai. Bşk., Ulus-Ankara, Turkey 
leventboz@hotmail.com

ORIENTAL CARPETS AND UNEXPECTED ENCOUNTERS

Oriental carpets have always been one of the most prestigious goods of their time, 
and this continues to be true today. These important material goods, which were 
mostly woven in a Muslim cultural geography, had a huge impact on European art 
and customs and facilitated unexpected cultural encounters, despite the potential for 
serious conflicts between the producer and the consumer.
To take the example of two states, one an empire and one a principality, which 
have different ethnicities, languages, religions and military conflicts—it would be 
quite normal for one to be inspired by the other’s art. Oriental trade routes made 
such cultural exchanges possible. But it would be extraordinary for one ethnic group 
to incorporate artistic objects of religious significance to the other into their own 
religious sites, thus creating a complex and rich cultural heritage. This is what hap-
pened when carpets, especially those woven in Anatolia, and often in the format 
of the Muslim prayer rug, reached Transylvania. It was there that Transylvanian 
Saxons started to use these rugs to adorn the walls, pulpits, choirs and pews of their 
Lutheran churches as a token of admiration and respect. Today these churches are 
places of shared cultural memory for Transylvanian Saxons, Romanians and Turks.
Even when there were serious problems between the cultures, the other groups could 
not resist the desire to possess these items. When we look at Renaissance paint-
ings, we find oriental carpets next to the Virgin and Jesus, which is, again, creating 
a complicated cultural heritage. Some people chose to paint their walls with the 
exact motifs of white-ground Anatolian carpets, as the prices of these goods were 
extremely high. We find examples of this practice in the private houses of Transylva-
nia, Hungary and Poland, even though there were on-going conflicts between these 
parties. In addition to the above-mentioned uses, carpets were also used as bed cov-
ers, curtains and table covers, and they laid under the coffins of Hungarian nobles 
to emphasize their wealth. We even find armchairs upholstered with these carpets.
These extraordinary examples are proof of the desire to own such prestigious objects, 
despite on-going military conflicts between the parties. This reinterpretation of the 
function and the meaning of oriental carpets is an excellent example of religious 
diversity and unexpected cultural encounters.
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J. English Cook 
PhD Student
Institute of Fine Arts
1 E 78th St, New York, 10075, United States of America
jec556@nyu.edu

REEL LIVING LANDSCAPES: AMERICANISM AND THE 
BUILT ENVIRONMENT IN EARLY GLOBAL CINEMA

As a cultural crossroads, interwar Germany functioned as a throughway between 
America and a self-fashioning Soviet state. Nowhere is this as clear as in these coun-
tries’ parallel developments in film production and the built environment. Each of 
these nations established a system of international film distribution that paralleled 
the rise of mobility in the urban sphere. While innovations like the skyscraper and 
the automobile created new vantage points from which to experience the city, cin-
ema gave audiences a framework for interpreting such novel spatial perspectives.
These new urban modes were cinematically depicted in various ways. Early Soviet 
filmmakers like Lev Kuleshov influentially appropriated American film techniques, 
while German filmmakers established an industry that was arguably self-sufficient 
and un-reliant on international imports. Yet many Soviet popular films and Ger-
man “street films” share formal techniques, particularly in their representation of 
the urban landscape. Whether by transplanting the Hollywood western onto the 
streetscapes of Moscow, or by animating architecture with nationalistic and anthro-
pomorphic qualities, these moving pictures manipulate and reshape their respective 
built environments. Like Kevin Lynch’s mental mapping, these examples can be 
understood as attempts at making new city spaces comprehensible and, in the case 
of the young Soviet state, ideologically charged.
This paper traces representations of urban planning and architecture within several 
Soviet and Weimar films from the 1920s, as well as these films’ circulation across na-
tional lines. In so doing, it aims to ask: What is the role of cinema in the production 
of cultural and material space, and to what degree is this reflective of the use of the 
built environment within the film itself ? Ultimately, this paper will posit that early 
cinema can be understood as an architectonic tool in the construction of transna-
tional, mobilized “place.”
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Kristine Darchia
PhD Student
Apollon Kutateladze Tbilisi State Academy of Art
22 Al. Griboedov str., Tbilisi, Georgia
kdarchia@yahoo.com

REFLECTIONS OF PAUL CEZANNE’S PAINTING IN KLARA 
KVEES CREATIVE ART (GEORGIAN PAINTING OF 1920’S)  

At the beginning of the 20th century one part of Georgian artists took especial inter-
est in Paul Cezanne’s creative work and began to study carefully and thoroughly his 
artistic system. Artistic potential of Paul Cezanne’s paintings and internal energy, 
thanks to which the next stage of stylistic diversity of artistic movements became 
possible, makes evident enough that gave an impulse to 20th century Georgian art. 
Cezanne’s consistent, both analytical and intuitive art brought Georgian artists clos-
er to the sources of modernist art, to its better understanding and assisted them to 
compensate the “lost time”. It helps Georgian artists to come closer to advanced and 
colorful stage of art that came in being together with Western Avant-Garde, whose 
split into different artistic tasks, polystylistically covers loud declarations of authors 
and a wide specter of artistic ambitions.
It is noteworthy that Georgian artists use Paul Cezanne’s manner mostly for still 
life. Among them must be especially distinguished Clara Kvees who was of Latvian 
origin (she was born in Georgia, died in Georgia and whole of her life and work 
is connected only to Georgia). Her attempts to share and adopt Cezanne’s artistic 
endeavors have much more consistent nature. Clara Kvees is a follower of the simi-
lar creative credo and aesthetics. However she is indeed different from the typical 
representatives of Russian Cezanneism, such as, for example, Piotr Konchalovsky, 
Robert Falk or Alexander Kuprin. First thing, that brings Clara Kvees closer to Paul 
Cezanne is the desire to return the “lost rights” of a subject after the “headstrong 
originality” of Impressionism – the aspiration to convey the essence of material 
world and the nature of things. For Clara Kvees the subject world is especially sig-
nificant and to convey it according to her own artistic taste is an artistic task of the 
first priority. Despite, the similarity in appearance, significant artistic and stylistic 
differences, which will be discussed in the article, conditioned the originality of the 
author’s creativity and revealed a fundamental difference from Cezanne’s painting.
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Vuk Dautović 
PhD Candidate 
Department of Art History, Faculty of Philosophy, University of Belgrade  
Čika Ljubina 18-20, 1100 Belgrade, Serbia 
vukdau@gmail.com

SEPHARDIC JEWS AND TRANSFER OF THE SPANISH 
CULTURE TO THE BALKAN THROUGHOUT THE EARLY  
MODERN PERIOD

After the expulsion of Jews from the Kingdom of Spain in the late 15th, century 
they settled in the Ottoman Empire, within the wider Balkan area. The expelled 
community brought from Spain their religion, culture, customs and language that 
shaped their unique Sephardic Jewish identity. This so-called Spaniards of the Bal-
kan were an important issue of the shaping of visual culture in the Ottoman Empire.  
Their presence was noted by numerous visual sources like engravings, drawings, and 
later photography. 
This large Jewish population strongly influenced the specific formation of the Otto-
man cultural model, transferred to it the elements of the Spanish culture respecting 
their previous long coexistence with the Muslims in the Iberian Peninsula. 
After the downfall of the Ottoman Empire, particularly national and Christian states 
were formed within which Jews had to redefine their identity and the way of express-
ing it and its visual articulation as a, particularly Sephardic one. That was achieved 
through the permanent emphasizing of the Spanish cultural heritage brought to the 
Balkan and trough the preservation of the memory to the lost homeland. Sephardic 
Jews played the most important role in the specific cultural transfer of an Iberian 
culture to the Balkan Peninsula creating new amalgam within the local culture.
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THIS IS MY HAMMAM

There are countless accounts where Istanbul is referred as a city between the East 
and the West. In all of these accounts Istanbul forms a part of Orient and as such 
it allures of something mythical, exotic and even erotic. The latter is especially at-
tributed to two of the intrinsic components of the Orient: harem and hammam. In 
this paper I would like to discuss and evaluate the depictions of hammam, the Turk-
ish bath, in the Orientalist art of the 19th century and the concept of representing 
hammam in the contemporary Turkish art.  Many representations of hammam in 
contemporary Turkish art are direct or indirect replies to the Orientalist representa-
tions of the Turkish bath.
Eroticism and a female nude are not the inventions of the 19th century painters, nei-
ther is voyeurism. However, until this period, these topics were in a way hidden in 
mythological and Biblical scenes. It was in the 19th century that these topic became 
to be depicted in a less hidden manner in western art. And even so, they were again 
hidden in a way and attributed to the “other”: the Orient and oriental women. Ori-
ent and especially the hammam became a re-constructed space as a representational 
space of sexuality.
The image of the Turkish bath as a space of nudity and (homo) eroticism seems to 
still be alive. This place, which primarily served (and still served) as a public bath, 
a place of purity and cleaning, became something quite the opposite. The image of 
hammam that Orientalism projected became so popular and attractive that is still 
being used in tourism. And even National Geographic Turkey used an Orientalist 
painting on a front cover of the issue dedicated to the Turkish bath. Orientalist im-
ages have also influenced some of the representations of hammam in the Turkish 
film industry.
On the other hand, many contemporary Turkish artists replied to their Orientalist 
colleagues in a more critical manner. In these works they wanted to represent ham-
mam in a more realistic manner and also address issues, such as the role of a woman 
in a (Muslim) society, the problematics or representations, looking and voyeurism. 
Among the most famous work to address these topics are Bedri Baykam’s Ingres, 
Gerome, This is my Hammam, Şukan Moral’s Hammam and Ismet Doğan’s Hammam 
from the cycle Orientalism, I Eat You.
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SYMBOLIC SCULPTURAL DECORATION OF GEORGIA 
KUMURDO CATHEDRAL AND ITS CONNECTIONS WITH 
ANCIENT ROMAN OR ROMANESQUE CULTURES

Middle of the 10th century became a turning point for the Georgian architecture. 
This was a period when a new common system of the facade decoration was formed 
and conceptual and artistic merger of the nature of sculptures with decorative ac-
cents took place.
Kumurdo Cathedral (964) is one of the most enigmatic high profile architectural 
monuments of Georgia. Decorations of Eastern facade present main semantic ac-
cents in a form of the ideological formulas. Here, central window plays principal 
role. High relief sculptures of four symbolic winged creatures: bull, lion, man and 
eagle, according to Christian tradition, represents four Evangelists. Their monumen-
tal style catches our vision and sends back other bas-relief sculptural images. Most 
unexpected are the human faces located at the corners of the consoles of massive 
relief arch. On the one side we can see two faces of two men, and on another side 
four faces.
Two faces definitely bring us to memorize the depiction of antique god Janus from 
Roman pantheon.
It is true that this theme is quite uncommon for Georgian monumental sculpture, 
but we can still name Kutaisi, Bagrati Cathedral – 11th c. and console decoration 
from historical Tao-Klarjeti, Doliskhana temple – 10th c.
Besides this, two heads, which as Janus are depicted as young and old men, are quite 
usual for Romanesque culture. For example, in Cambridgeshire, Ely Cathedral 12th 
c. Also, in France Alsace region 12th c. San Joan chapel interior or Alsace Holly 
Cross Chapel. Here, just as in Kumurdo, on one capital we see two faces and on 
another four, with floral ornaments.
So, if we go back to the semantic understanding of two faced Janus, who unites the 
past and the future, the beginning and the end, we may find traces of ideological 
transformation of antique culture in Christian belief.
The idea of Janus may be the source of the inspiration for Christian masters to 
depict the personification of Old and New Testament – which unites in itself the 
understanding of two natures in the one person of Jesus Christ. Concerning the four 
figures - it may be the personifications of four classical elements, the protectors of 
the four sides of the world.
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As it was mentioned, here Christian ideology is shown in a form of a formula – four 
Evangelists will preach words of Christ on four sides of the world and Old and New 
Testaments will become basis for uniting the processes of glorification of Christ and 
eternal life in heaven.
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COSMONAUT PAINTINGS AS CONTEMPORARY ART: 
THE SOVIET PAVILION AT THE VENICE BIENNALE AS 
CROSSROADS OF DIFFERENT MODERNITIES

The history of the exhibitions in the Soviet Pavilion at the Venice Biennale is an 
overlooked aspect of the transnational history of modern art and its crossroads of 
different modernities. The Soviet Union reopened its pavilion in 1964, making a 
remarkable counter position to the American pop art, which was presented the same 
year. The Soviet art promoted a stylistic expression different from the Western ab-
stract art and neo-avant-garde and different from the strictly-dictated socialist real-
ism of Stalinism, that Khrushchev had declared a break from in the architecture in 
1955. The exhibitions of Soviet art at the Venice Biennale were subject to discussion 
and criticism, in the Soviet as well as in the Western reception. It was not easy to find 
a modern expression in tune with Soviet ideology, and it was difficult to give a Soviet 
reply to the tone-setting new looks of the Western art, which were consciously pro-
moted at the Biennale. A spectacular attempt was the 1968 exhibition of paintings 
by cosmonaut Alexei Leonov (1934-) with motifs from outer space - The same year 
that the Western-European 1968 revolts turned the Venice Biennale into a stage of 
massive protests and actions. In 1977 the Soviet Union became the object of protests 
as the Biennale set a special focus on oppressed art and became known as the “Bien-
nale of Dissent”, not least through the exhibition “New Soviet Art. A Non-Official 
Prospective”: An act, which provoked the Soviet Union to close its pavilion.
The presence of the Soviet Union at the Venice Biennale was characterized by ten-
sions, problems, and contradictions, but also of new connections and cross-cultural 
dialogues at the primary international venue of contemporary art. Where art his-
torical research has emphasized the role of the American Cold War cultural policies 
carried out at the Venice Biennale (Guilbaut 1985, Castelli 2010, Ikegami 2010), the 
parallel perspective of the Soviet presence is totally overlooked and largely unknown. 
Based on recent research in the historical archives of the Venice Biennale the pres-
entation unfolds the spectacular exhibition history of the Soviet Pavillion 1964-1977 
in a critical assessment of the attempt to make the Soviet Union and its conception 
of modernity commensurable with contemporary art in postwar Europe.
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THE MANIFESTATIONS OF NEO-ISLAMIC STYLE IN BALTIC 
ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN AS AN EXAMPLE 
OF A VERSATILE CROSS-CULTURAL DIALOGUE

From the beginning of the 19th century there was an emerging trend of Oriental-
ism in Europe. In a wider sense this term included the passion of members of 
Western society for Oriental cultures and the intention to get acquainted with, 
to study, to describe and depict these cultures. The term Orientalism refers to the 
places where the culture of Islam was or had been dominant, especially the ter-
ritories of Near East, India, Egypt and Maghreb, as well as Spain. Many people 
toured the mentioned countries with a will to discover this seemingly very exotic, 
attractive and harmonious world, poles apart from the industrialized Europe. In 
the context of architecture and interior design, this interest led to the rise of neo-
Islamic style, as the esthetical language of the Islamic art provided new formal and 
decorative possibilities.
The desire to enrich the traditional forms with abundant ornaments, polychromy, 
opulent decorations made from stucco and ceramic tiles also found its echo in ar-
chitecture and interior design of the Baltic countries during the second half of the 
19th century and the first third of the 20th century. Among other neo-styles during 
the decades of historicist architecture, neo-Islamic style manifestations started to 
appear and thus are definable in exteriors and especially in the interiors of a versatile 
typology of buildings – palaces, manor houses, synagogues, private villas, cafeterias 
and ephemeral architectural objects.
In the mid-19th century travellers from the Baltics started to visit Oriental terri-
tories, expressing their admiration in written or in visual form. Also investigations 
from other countries reached the Baltics; among which the research Plans, Eleva-
tions, Sections and Details of the Alhambra, published in 1842 by the English archi-
tect Owen Jones, including descriptions and more than 100 chromo-lithographies 
can be considered as quintessential. Another option to get acquainted with Islamic 
architecture was to visit World’s Fairs or places where models or plaster casts from 
important buildings were exposed, for example, in the so called Alhambra Room in 
the Russian Academy of Fine Arts Museum. 
Thus, architects, designers and commissioners from the Baltics had different pos-
sibilities to get to know the Islamic architecture and its plentiful ornaments. With 
diverse purposes architects started to incorporate in their projects mural paintings, 
arches, tiles imitating elements and ornaments from different periods of Islamic art, 
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which nowadays can be studied as an affirmation of the existence of orientalism and 
exoticism in the Baltic countries. Thus, the purpose of the paper is to reveal and to 
analyze the most important abovementioned manifestations in the Baltics during 
the second half of the 19th and the first third of the 20th century as a versatile cross-
cultural dialogue.
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CROSSING BORDERS AND CONFLICTING VISIONS: LIGHT 
AND MOVEMENT IN LA PROSE DU TRANSSIBÉRIEN

In 1913, Sonia Delaunay-Terk and Blaise Cendrars produced the first “simultane-
ous book,” titled La Prose du Transsibérien et de la Petite Jehanne de France. The work 
eschewed traditional binding in favor of an accordion-style foldout technique and 
combined Cendrars’ titular poem with a pochoir print by Delaunay-Terk. The book as 
a whole relates Cendrars’ imaginary journey from Moscow to Harbin on the Trans-Si-
berian Railway during the Russo-Japanese War and first Russian Revolution of 1905.
Delaunay-Terk’s images, quasi-abstract, brightly-colored shapes in contrasting hues, 
syncopate down the expanse of the book and run parallel to the text, which is set in 
multiple typefaces, sizes, and colors. The book’s “simultaneity” referred to the princi-
ples of color contrasts and juxtapositions associated with Robert Delaunay (Sonia’s 
husband) and the color theory of Michel-Eugène Chevreul,1 but equally to that of its 
adjacent placement of text and image. Apollinaire credited the book’s formal innova-
tions with the creation of a new kind of reading experience: “Blaise Cendrars and Mm. 
Delaunay-Terck [sic] have made a FIRST ATTEMPT AT SIMULTANEITY where 
contrasts of colors train the eye to read in ONE GLANCE the whole of a poem, the 
way a conductor reads in one glance the notes stacked up on a score, as one reads in an 
instant the visual and printed elements of an advertising poster.”2

This suggestion of a new kind of interpretive vision, combined with its formal innova-
tions, has cemented its place within discourses of the French avant-garde and valedictory 
technological advancements. I argue, in contrast, that attentiveness to the modes of vision 
enacted within the framework of the poem itself, as well to the question of how identity 
is challenged within this framework of border-crossing, suggests a less-than-celebratory 
attitude towards modernity – one that has to do as much with imagined difference as it 
is embodied by the imagined journey by rail. No matter how far the protagonists travel, 
Paris, indexed at the bottom of the work by a schematic Eiffel Tower, maintains its mag-
netic pull; the Trans-Siberian seems incapable of annihilating time and space despite 
travelling further and further east. In my analysis of the poem and the images, I read the 
latter as a syncopated attempt at negotiating a multicultural identity and creating a visual 
language of the railway, and consider the devastating effects on the self-perception of 
identity as resulting from this collision of railway vision and electric vision.

1 Clara Orban, “Words, Images and Simultaneity in Zang Tumb Tumb and Prose du Transsibérien,” Romance Notes 33, 
no. 1 (1992), 101.

2 Guillaume Apollinaire, “Simultanisme-Librettisme,” Les Soirées de Paris (1914), in Inventing Abstraction, 1910-1925: 
How a Radical Idea Changed Modern Art, eds. Leah Dickerman and Matthew Effron (New York: Museum of Mod-
ern Art, 2012), 85
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THE SUMMER OF 59 AND THE RISE OF SOVIET 
NONCONFORMISTS

The proposed paper is intended to take a closer look on art in the cross-cultural 
dialogue during the American exhibition 1959 in Moscow and how it shaped ideas 
of identity of nonconformist artists in the USSR of the 1960. In the Soviet Union 
the idea of artistic identity and production was a very clear concept given by the 
Communist Party. But in the period of the so called Khrushchev Thaw a relaxed 
cultural policy has given space to a significant cultural transfer: During the summer 
of 1959 there was an universal American Exhibition shown in the Sokolniki park 
in Moscow. It had a deep impact on the Soviets who could see American science, 
industry and culture with their own eyes. Many of the so-called dissident or noncon-
formist artists who have seen this exhibition later stated that it was somewhat of an 
epiphany to see new American art, especially the abstract expressionist’s works. This 
exhibition gave new impulse for their own artistic development. The Beliutin-group 
and the Lianosovo-group, the ones of the very early dissident artistic movements 
were very influenced by the American abstracts in their aesthetics. You can see simi-
larities with Jackson Pollock’s works, who was exhibited in 1959, but by far they were 
not just epigones. Their formal language – formalism and abstraction – became a 
new identity of free-minded Soviet art, which led back to the origins of the Russian 
Avantgarde of the 1910s, too.
This paper deals with the American exhibition 1959 and the works of art, which were 
presented there and with the history of reception of this exhibition. How did Soviet 
nonconformists adapt and transform this cultural impact during the late 1950s and 
the early 1960s? Was there a cross-cultural dialogue or was there just a transfer? 
How was their art experienced in the Soviet Union and abroad and how the story of 
this cultural transfer is seen today? The last question is especially interesting regard-
ing the latest exhibitions in Europe “Art in Europe 1958-1968” (Brussels, Karlsruhe/
Moscow) and Postwar (Munich) which are intended to show the global spectrum 
of art after the Second World War and to give a new definition to art from Eastern 
Europe in the overall art-historical canon.
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ADAPTATION AND RESISTANCE: THE GENESIS OF 
DALMATIAN SAINTS’ PLAYS IN CROSS-CULTURAL 
PERSPECTIVE

The genesis of Dalmatian saints’ plays represents a controversial issue, and is often 
misinterpreted in Croatian historiography. In this paper, it will be regarded in a 
transnational perspective and the emergence of the genre will be explained as the 
product of cross-cultural transfers. Drawing on complexity of the theories of in-
tercultural performances, I aim to discuss the nature of this cross-cultural theatre. 
I will argue that due to the themes and ideas transmitted with the plays, which are 
universal to the Catholic community, the adaptation of typical Florentine genre to 
the Dalmatian coast was easily facilitated, and that the genre was successfully em-
bedded within the community. However, this process did not occur without resist-
ance. By comparing two versions (Italian and Croatian) of one of the most popular 
plays on both sides of the Adriatic, the Passion of Saint Margaret, I will point out 
the elements of resistance which occurred throughout the process of adaptation and 
which affected different aspects of the genre such as: dramatis personae; language, the 
representation of the ‘other’—ultimately resulting in transformation of the genre.
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ANDROGYNE PARADIGM IN GEORGIAN MODERNISM (ON 
THE EXAMPLE OF SOME WORKS BY PETRE OTSKHELI)

Androgyne -  as first made icon of  a human being in a common metaphor in Eu-
rope. Its symbolic expression can be encountered in ancient cultures would that be 
mythology, theosophy or esoteric teaching. The androgyne paradigm, in the context 
of different cultures and epochs, goes through a certain modifications, yet maintains 
common semantic essence. 
In culturology, the end of the 19th century is denominated by term “Fin de siècle” 
that precisely portrays the psychological state of the society at the edge of the cen-
turies. The “revolutionary” period of forming new art of the 20th century turned out 
to be painful for the artists of the age. The epatage culture based on the demolition 
of traditions has seemingly split inner “self ” of a person into two. At the time split, 
spiritually dismembered “ego” of a creator strived to achieve universal unity, cogni-
tion of supreme “self ”.   “Super Ego” is a symbol of an archetype of a human being, 
which equals original man, celestial Adam of Christianity and Adam Kadmon of 
Kabbalah. Biblical, celestial, ideal, original man before being fallen due to the sin of 
knowing the being of heaven is the unity of androgyne, harmonic fusion of mascu-
line and feminine, the human archetype before the split.
The symbol of Androgyne, as a modernism phenomenon, can clearly be seen in the 
art and words of “The Androgyne is not limited to any one religion or philosophy. 
The symbol  is universal. The Androgyne is above philosophy. If one has become the 
Androgyne one no longer has a need for philosophy.” 
It is noteworthy that the symbol of Androgyne was interesting to Marcel Duchamp 
because of its gender belonging but because of its metaphysical essence. In this re-
gard Georgian modernists were not an exception. Androgyny can be seen in certain 
works of Gigo Gabashvili, Lado Gudiashvili, and Shalva Kikodze. If the latter por-
trayed androgyne in easel paintings, Petre Otskheli symbolically masked it theatrical 
costumes and decorations. This interesting touch in the art of Petre Otskheli can 
be seen in some, less known graphic paintings of the artist. This thesis will examine 
the European genesis of Androgyne paradigm and its Georgian interpretations, less 
researched by Georgian art criticism. 
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RECEPTION OF THE CITY IN FRENCH AND GEORGIAN 
SYMBOLIST ESTHETICS

City – with accelerated industrialization process and rhythm of life, “urban diseases” 
(cholera, syphilis), Bohemia, neurotic society – became the source of inspiration for 
Charles Baudelaire’s art (To the second edition of Les Fleurs du mal a new cycle, 
Tableaux Parisians) and later, urbanism was shaped as one of the significant motifs 
of French and Georgian symbolist thinking space.
In the symbolist esthetics the city is regarded as an “artificial” space where the emo-
tional links between people are disturbed. In the unified and de-personalized “soci-
ety” an individual is lonely, estranged and split. Motif of breaking out of the closed 
urban space and seeking for the ideal, harmony „somewhere else“ is clearly seen in 
the fiction and critical texts of both, French and Georgian (Blue Horns) symbolists.
The goal of this work is, based on the comparative analysis of Georgian and French 
models, to clarify the world-view and conceptual sense of the city (Paris/Tbilisi) in 
symbolist esthetics on one hand and on the other - determine what space models 
were created as the antithesis of urbanism in two different symbolist contexts. 
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ENCOUNTERING PERSPECTIVES – CROSS-LINKING 
MEMORIES DYNAMICS AND TRAVELS OF CROSS-CULTURAL 
DIALOGUE WITHIN CONCEPTUAL WAR PHOTOGRAPHY

When cultural borders do not lie side by side but on top of each other, cross-cultural 
dialogue can become challenging. It is the history of the Green Line which exempli-
fies the fragile complexity: In the Six-Day War (1967) Israel occupied territories 
beyond the Green Line where Palestinians were inhabited. The demarcation line 
became militarily irrelevant and the status of the Green Line uncertain. Since then, 
the region remains a place of socially charged encounters of the coexisting collec-
tives. The ongoing conflict gets inscribed into the memory of the inhabitants and af-
fects the generation(s) of postmemory (Hirsch 2008). Moreover travelling memories 
(Erll 2011) reach beyond national borders and transform local to global issues. Those 
complex dynamics of different but cross-linked memories strengthen an image of 
dissimilitude instead of solidarity.
Artists face up to reflect on memory as well as memory practices. Particularly con-
ceptual war photography can become an encounter and display for investigations on 
memory in conflict situations. In addition, museums as sites of memory and (trans-) 
cultural heritage are suited for interactive art projects about the aforementioned 
phenomena.
‘Connecting Narratives’ by Israeli artist Shai Kremer may function as a case study for 
analyzing the capacity of photography to shape transcultural memories and identity. 
Kremer who himself grew up in a Kibbutz in Israel comes to terms with his own 
and collective past by dealing with multiple perspectives on the Green Line and its 
temporal, spatial and social complexity. Although photography contains unmoving 
pictures, the image as much as image-making are not stable (Mitchell 1995). Un-
derstood as a flowing network (Löw 2001), the nexus of photography and its context 
creates a dynamic space for social processes. It is this quality which Kremer uses to 
rethink rigid patterns and prejudices. By inviting inhabitants of the Green Line to 
take a collective photograph, he initiates a cross-cultural dialogue in order to identify 
cultural diversities and similarities for the purpose of enriching the land’s identity 
instead of tearing it apart. Moreover Kremer includes the visitor of the museum into 
the dialogue who can react to the project by drawing on the wall of the museum.
‘Connecting Narratives’ exemplifies how art projects foster diverging memories to 
become converging memories. Those movements do not stop at borders. When the 
geographical site eludes its capacity as a peaceful meeting point, the encounter may 
happen at the ‘artistic crossroad’ which preserves ideas of ‘we’ instead of ‘us and them’.
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RE-EXAMINING HAGIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES ON THE 
ARABO-BYZANTINE INTERCULTURAL RELATIONS IN THE 
MEDIEVAL EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

This paper aims at re-examining Christian-hagiographical sources, which need fur-
ther consideration as regards the role of the Muslim settlement and its heritage in 
the Eastern Mediterranean, especially in the 9th-10th centuries AD, where the two 
prominent empires (Byzantium and Islam) reached their peak for sovereignty in the 
Mediterranean Sea. Christian historiography such as Saints’ biographies and several 
prejudiced captive narratives, influenced by religious, political and ideological fa-
naticisms, increased the tendency of misrepresenting historical facts by insulting the 
Muslim authorities and its naval warfare characterizing them merely as bloodthirsty 
pirates. However, according to the Islamic maritime law, several interesting materials 
have been emerged which shed some additional light concerning the transcultural 
heritage between Byzantium and Islam in the Eastern Mediterranean especially in 
Crete, Cyprus and Cyclades. The aim of this paper is to strengthen the view of naval 
warfare with supplementary material so as to omit exaggerated aspects and biased 
misconceptions by reconciling a better equilibrium between the Byzantine and Ara-
bic cross-cultural dialogue and intercultural relations in the Eastern Mediterranean. 
After ca. 825 AD, when the Andalusian Muslim refugees sailing from Andalusia 
and via Alexandria disembarked on Crete, formatted the Emirate of Crete, from 
which several naval expeditions had been undertaken across the Aegean. Two inter-
pretations have sprung out of this practice mainly based on whether these practices 
were mostly actual unlawful practices of a form of maritime violence or activities 
authorized by the state (caliphate). 
Arguing against the first and favouring the latter, I contend that, taking into account 
Muslim and Syrian sources, the Byzantines and the Arabs, despite their struggle 
for thalassocracy, have undoubtedly passed through a peaceful period of consent by 
sharing commercial trade and respecting each other’s military and naval intelligence. 
Besides, several archaeological findings, such as the 11th century Serce Liman ship-
wreck found in the Sea of Marmara in Constantinople, empower our conclusion 
that the two powers negotiated and got involved in the Mediterranean on equal 
footing. 
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ARTISTS BEYOND BORDERS: MARIA LASSNIG IN NEW 
YORK (1968-1980)

The feminist art movement of the 1970s fought for the empowerment of the female 
body and the recognition of women artists. These achievements are mostly associ-
ated with the performance arts and new media artists. Especially, in New York the 
women’s movement developed a strong impact. Maria Lassnig (1919-2014) is an 
Austrian painter who felt attracted by the feminist artist’s scene in New York. Her 
international reputation today for her pioneer work goes back to her cross-cultural 
life. She was born in Carinthia, Austria and studied fine arts in Vienna during the 
Nazi regime. After the war she travelled to Paris looking for the acquaintance of the 
surrealist circle. By an age of almost 50 she decided to live in New York and join 
the younger feminist group of the Women/Artist/Filmmakers from 1968-1980. Al-
though she started to create animation films, she always remained devoted to paint-
ing and to the involvement with her body.
My PhD project concentrates on her time in New York and follows up on the 
increasing necessity of re-discovering important female achievements in the arts 
during the 20th century. I claim that Maria Lassnig’s work in painting broadens 
the comprehension of body art that did not solely take place in performance and 
new media art.
 I focus on the intercultural exchange and the impact of Maria Lassnig’s work in 
New York. The Austrian artist created her body-awareness paintings in a style of 
American realism. Her work stands in the intercultural context of female American 
painters like Alice Neel, Joan Semmel and Sylvia Sleigh. Her film practice developed 
through the artistic exchange with the Women/Artist/Filmmakers like the Ameri-
can artist Carolee Schneemann who is characterized by her performance art. Maria 
Lassnig’s recognition in the German-speaking world highlights her pioneer role as 
the most important female Austrian painter but still underestimates her position in 
a cross-cultural and interdisciplinary dialogue. The visibility of Maria Lassnig’s role 
in New York shows her significance for the understanding of international feminist 
body art beyond Austria.
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Research associate
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christin.ruppio@tu-dortmund.de

THE HOHENHOF IN HAGEN: EARLY MODERN 
ARCHITECTURE AS A GATEWAY TO DIALOGUE

For Karl Ernst Osthaus, the ardent promoter of modernity in early 20th century 
Germany, the future of art was world art. In his Folkwang museum (1902) he pre-
sented art from Islamic, African and Asian cultures as equal to works by Matisse, van 
Gogh and Gauguin. These objects did not simply work as the exotic Other3 to the 
European paintings but stood for themselves within the collection. Being well-trav-
elled and deeply involved into the study of especially Islamic art, Osthaus was sure 
to incorporate notions of this when he commissioned Belgian designer Henry van 
de Velde to build his home in 1906. The Hohenhof was created as a Gesamtkunstwerk 
and pays subtle tribute to aesthetic traditions ranging from ancient Greece over the 
Iberian Peninsula and Damascus to Java, while also presenting the most up-to-date 
innovations of the industrial age.
In its heyday the Hohenhof was a hub for promoters of cultural progress and re-
form, in the center of a garden city which invited artists from all over Europe to 
live and work there. Today it is musealized and struggles for preservation at the 
outskirts of a bankrupt city. So how can an ossified monument like the Hohenhof 
become relevant again?
We can only make it relevant by opening it to current discussion and issues. In-
scribe it into a regional narrative by showing citizens the achievements, but also 
struggles and inconsistencies, surrounding the building’s history and inviting them 
to write the story on. Inscribing it into a broader cultural narrative by highlight-
ing the vast intercultural connections. And especially inviting immigrants to find 
traces of their original cultures in a historic building, while also experiencing a 
place in their new hometown.
In my paper I will elaborate on how to create a new narrative for the Hohenhof and 
how this caters to the current discourse of transculturality and identity. Examples 
such as a wall pattern by Dutch artist Jan Thorn Prikker or a lowered fountain court-
yard will be examined for their potential to encourage cross-cultural dialogue.

3 As described in Said, Edward (1978): Orientalism, New York: Pantheon Books.
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SHIFTING GEOGRAPHIES MUTABILITY OF CROATIA’S 
ARTISTIC GEOGRAPHY IN THE 1990'S

The paper examines the social construction of space by way of analyzing the dis-
course on art and the place of Croatian art after 1990. The disintegration of former 
communist regimes in Europe marked the beginning of a ”long decade” of optimism 
and faith in a ”new Europe”, which would – after decades of separation – finally be 
able to act on an united, ”post-ideological” front. The changed political geography of 
Europe had its repercussions in the art world as well, as exemplified by exhibitions 
such as the exhibition Magiciens de la terre (Paris, 1989), aimed at showing  ”the true 
multiculturalism of the world”, a series of exhibitions marked by the desire to bridge 
the gap between knowledge on art in the West and the (former) East (i.e. Europa, 
Europa!, Bonn, 1994), the establishment of the Manifesta biennial, or by the crea-
tion of different formal and informal networks that would – due to the advent of the 
Internet and increased travelling opportunities – serve as platforms for cross-cultural 
dialogue. The central agent in the new, borderless Europe and the globalized world 
was the “cultural nomad”, a concept elaborated by Achille Bonito Oliva on the oc-
casion of the Venice biennial in 1993 which gave testimony to the presumption that 
it was finally possible to talk about art without geographical borders. According to 
this logic, the confined space of the nation-state is no longer adequate to explain 
the interconnectedness of places on a global level. However, the political geography 
of Croatia in the 1990's – characterized by the breakup of Yugoslavia and the war 
that ensued – brought about the formation of several overlapping artistic spaces, 
sometimes contradictory in nature, that reveal the tension between the globalized, 
borderless world, and a newly formed nation-state eager to defend its borders – liter-
ally and symbolically. 
The paper discusses this tension between the global and the local (that is to say – 
national) by analyzing the evolution of spatial concepts that came to the fore during 
the 90’s especially in the writings on Croatian participation in large-scale interna-
tional exhibitions (the Venice biennial, Manifesta and Documenta), which demon-
strate the shift in self-perception from a non-aligned to a peripheral position, and 
compares the international representation of Croatia in these exhibitions with the 
sometimes conflicting spaces of artistic geography in Croatia. 
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THE FRAME THAT BLINDS US

Together with curator Mare van Koningsveld I recently curated a group exhibition 
in Budapest which focused on migration and displacement. In 2009 the American 
philosopher and feminist Judith Butler (1956) published ‘Frames of War’, a text about 
the framing of Non-Western people in war times and how these frames can also be 
changed. This theory of eight years ago, about how existing perceptions of ‘the other’ 
are confirmed but can also be changed, has not lost its urgency in these times of the 
refugee crisis, post-truth politics and right-wing political sentiments.
In ‘Frames of War’, Butler discusses what determines a life as recognizable and valuable 
post 9/11. She questions why some human lives are worthy of protection, while others 
(that are Non-Western) are not, in time of war as well as in a daily context. Butler be-
lieves that different forms of media are crucial players in modern times: imagery that is 
spread through modern technology like internet and television confirms political, media 
and other kind of ways Non-Western migrants are framed. But the same techniques can 
also oppose traditional ways of framing and create new ways of perception.
In this exhibition project “The frame that blinds us”, several artists reflect on Butler’s 
theory and the current refugee crisis that became urgent from 2015 onward. All artists, 
from different backgrounds and with different angles and approaches, created new 
works with which they respond to topics like framing, migration and refugees, (social) 
media and contemporary technology and participation. As a contribution for the con-
ference, I would like to speak about Butlers work in regard to artistic practices as well 
as about works from the exhibition and the collaborative work before hand.
For example, Azahara Cerezo´s Principles of traceability (2017) refers to a series of camps 
around Calais, northern France. There is no trace of these camps in Google Maps, even 
though the images seem to have been taken in 2016 and the refugees and migrant 
camps in Calais have existed in various forms since 2002. Probably, this absence can 
be easily explained as a mistake in the renewal frequency of the satellite imagery, since 
the camps do appear in other platforms and sources. However, this slight dislocation 
in Google’s refresh rate contrasts with the progressive omniscience of systems, devices 
and virtual platforms of vision. Joe Joe Orangias project In Full Flow examines the im-
pact citizens have on pressuring state officials to pass progressive refugee policies. After 
attending and learning from images of public vigils in solidarity with refugees, he has 
written and sent a series of letters to governments for further advocacy. This exhibition 
featured enlargements of his mail to Hungary, Japan and the United States, and calls 
for citizen participation in building stronger frames for refugee flows.
‘The frame that blinds us’ is a constantly developing exhibition project. The next 
presentation will be in Graz in the beginning of 2018. 
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Curriculum Vitae of the Speakers

Bagdavadze Ekaterine is a PhD student in Art History at The Tbilisi State Acad-
emy of Arts. She obtained her MA in Aesthetics and Art Theory in 2003 at Mid-
dlesex University, London and BA in Fine Art (New Media) in 2001 at Southamp-
ton Institute. She is the Ceo and the Creative Director of Kunst TV (Copenhagen 
Television and Documentary Film Production Company.)
Beltrami Costanza is a second-year PhD candidate at the Courtauld Institute of 
Art. Her thesis, supervised by Dr Tom Nickson and funded by CHASE, is titled ‘A 
reconsideration of Juan Guas (active 1453-1496) and the Hispano-Flemish style.’ 
It discusses the leading master mason of late medieval Castile, using this figure to 
explore collaboration and artistic exchange between northern European and Span-
ish artists, and to question modern assumptions on individual creativity, identity, 
and stylistic hybridity. Her research interests are also gothic architectural drawings, 
and she has recently authored Building a Crossing Tower: a design for Rouen Cathedral 
of 1516 (Paul Holberton Publishing, 2016). She is the Articles Editor of the open-
access postgraduate journal Brief Encounters (http://briefencounters-journal.co.uk/
BE). Last year she collaborated to the journal’s inaugural issue as Reviews Editor. In 
2015 she joined the Italian Art Society as a Staff Writer for their blog (http://ital-
ianartsociety.tumblr.com/). She also works as a volunteer for the news blog Medieval 
Art Research (https://medievalartresearch.com/). 
Boz Levent is a PhD student in Art History at Hacettepe University, Ankara and 
working as a specialist at the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Turkey. His thesis 
‘Eastern Mediterranean Carpets and Their Rivalry in Europe’ discusses the competi-
tion of the Ottoman and Safavid textiles on the European market and their influ-
ence on art and lifestyle. He is also professionally involved in digital cultural heritage 
projects. He holds various IT certificates and his expertise thesis titled “Improve-
ment of Internal Communications and Workflows via Web-Based Technologies” 
gave birth to several web-based applications.
Cook J. English is a New York-based art historian and curator who specializes in 
intersections between architecture, urban theory, and cinema. Currently a PhD stu-
dent at the Institute of Fine Arts, NYU, she has previously received an MA with 
distinction from the Institute of Fine Arts and a BA with highest honors from 
Williams College. Her recent art historical research has focused on connections be-
tween postwar European urban development, digital software, and cinema, as well as 
transnational film distribution and representations of the Soviet built environment 
in 1920s popular film. A native of Atlanta, Georgia, she has worked as a Curatorial 
Assistant in Modern and Contemporary Art at the High Museum, Atlanta and as 
the Assistant Commissioner for the U.S. Pavilion at the 2010 Venice Architecture 
Biennale. She has produced performance series at Momentum Worldwide, a time-
based media gallery in Berlin, curated a traveling exhibition of paintings by Winston 
Churchill, interned in time-based media departments at the Museum of Modern 
Art and the Whitney Museum of American Art, and in 2008 co-founded a 501(c)3 
charity that addresses primary school policy and infrastructure needs in East Africa.
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Darchia Kristine graduated in 2003 from Apollon Kutateladze Tbilisi State Acad-
emy of Art, Faculty of Architecture, History and Theory of Art with the specializa-
tion of Art Historian (Diploma with Distinction). She is PhD student at the Faculty 
of Restoration, Art History and Theory at  the Apollon Kutateladze Tbilisi State 
Academy of Art. Dissertation theme: “The Georgian Painting of 1920s. Unknown 
women artists.” In 2006 she was the grant-aided young scientist of the Fond of 
“Heinrich Boell”. The theme of the research: “The Role and the Place of Women 
Artists in the Art of XX century according to Gender Problems“. Gives lectures at 
Apollon  Kutateladze Tbilisi State Academy of Art (History of Georgian Art, His-
tory of World Art).
Dautović Vuk is an art historian from Belgrade, employed at the Department of 
Art History, Faculty of Philosophy, University of Belgrade at the Research Assistant 
position. He is a PhD candidate at the same Department and his area of research is 
the visual culture of the Balkans. Vuk Dautović’s narrower area of research is in the 
domain of sacral art, first and foremost the ritual objects and phenomena related to 
the objects of applied art which are in the service of the church rituals and ceremo-
nies. Another area of his research is related to the Jewish studies and Jewish cultural 
history in the Balkans, with respect to the ceremonial art and objects of Judaica. 
Grošelj Špela graduated in 2013 from the University of Ljubljana with a double 
major: Art History and Spanish language and literature. She graduated from Art 
History department with thesis titled Istanbul, the representations of the city in 19th 
century Orientalist art. The thesis was interdisciplinary, as she has also studied the 
concept of “the other”. The topic of her Spanish MA thesis was love and eroticism 
in the poetry of Al-Andalus. In September 2013, she has moved to Istanbul in or-
der to pursue a PhD in Art History. Winning the government scholarship of the 
Republic of Turkey helped her to enroll at the University of Istanbul Deparment 
of Art History. During her studies in Turkey, she has taken lectures about Turkish 
painting, Ottoman art and architecture and Byzantine art and its influences on Ot-
toman art. Currently she is writing her PhD thesis on the Architecture in Turkey. 
Her aim is to compare the last years of the Ottoman architecture and the first year 
or Turkish republican era with the architecture after 2000s. She is focused on public 
and government buildings in Istanbul. She is interested in intercultural relations and 
influences in art as such and society. 
Gunia Dea has been PhD student in Shota Rustaveli Theatre and Film Georgia 
State University since 2009. Her thesis, supervised by Dr Natalie Gengiuri, is ti-
tled “Peculiarities of Georgian Sculpture Art of the Church Facades (Middle of the 
10th Century, Case of the Kumurdo Temple).  She maintained thesis in 2015. Her 
work discusses conceptual symbolic meanings of the facade decorations in order to 
provide relevant understanding of medieval messages. She is Chairwomen of the 
NGO “Time and heritage” and conducts different scientific researches of Georgian 
environmental and cultural heritage. She is also, teacher of Art History in the V. 
Sarajishvili Tbilisi State Conservatoire.
Handberg Kristian has studied art history and aesthetics and culture at Aarhus 
University with a focus on postwar art history and art theory and a master’s thesis on 
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superrealism and art historiography. Did PhD-project at the University of Copen-
hagen on retro as cultural memory through site-specific case studies in Montreal and 
Berlin, including research as visiting scholar at McGill University, Montreal. The 
dissertation There’s no time like the past: Retro between Memory and Materiality (su-
pervised by Prof. Mette Sandbye and Prof. Will Straw) was defended in 2014. Since 
2015 postdoc with the project Multiple Modernities: World Images and Dreamworlds 
in arts and culture, 1946-1972 at Louisiana. Museum of Modern Art and the Uni-
versity of Copenhagen, Denmark, a collaborative research project on the radically 
new horizons of the postwar era and its current reassessment in academic and cu-
ratorial practices. Coordinator of the research group Modernisms at the Department 
of Arts and Cultural Studies, University of Copenhagen and committee member of 
the COST action In search of a Transcultural Memory. Fellow at the Transregional 
Academy Modernisms – Concepts, Contexts, and Circulation in São Paulo, Brasil in 
2016. He works as art critic, editor and curator.
Kalnača Ieva is a doctoral student at the Latvian Academy of Art (since 2016) and 
exhibition curator at the Latvian National Museum of Art (since 2013); she has the 
experience of working with collections of Islamic and Mudéjar art at the Museum 
of Santa Cruz in Toledo, Spain ( January to June, 2017). Her research interests are 
related to the Islamic art and architecture, to the Mudéjar style and especially to the 
influences of those styles and their neo-styles in Latvian and Baltic architecture, in-
terior design and visual arts. She has got her Mg. art. from the Latvian Academy of 
Art (2016), and her education includes three terms of ERASMUS exchange studies 
at the Castilla-La Mancha University in Spain. Ieva Kalnača has presented papers 
in international conferences in Riga, Visby, Wismar, Zürich and Leipzig, as well as 
published a number of articles on her field of research in Latvia and also abroad. 
Kharatishvili Tamar is a third-year PhD student in the Department of Art His-
tory at Northwestern University. Her studies focus on art and visual culture of the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Her doctoral research, supervised by Dr. S. 
Hollis Clayson, examines themes of transnationalism, travel, and exile, and engages 
with work created by artists travelling between France and Eastern Europe. More 
broadly, her research interests go beyond the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to 
include earlier modes of visual translation and transformation across cultural bor-
ders. In her recent PhD. Qualifying Paper, titled “Printed Buildings: Tracing Power 
and Social Experience in El Escorial and the Val-de-Grâce,” she examined engraved 
and etched representations of related monumental buildings in France and Habs-
burg Spain, using prints as a primary means to chart approaches to royal patronage, 
expressions of dynastic power, and the social availability (or lack thereof ) suggested 
by the two monuments. Her current work focuses on the Franco-Ukrainian artist 
Sonia Delaunay-Terk, the technology of the railway, and the Siberian landscape as 
imagined in France at the turn of the twentieth century.
Korowin Elena studied Art Science, Media Theory, Philosophy and Curatorial 
Studies at the University of Arts and Design (HfG) Karlsruhe, Germany. In 2013 
she received her PhD in Art Science, presenting her thesis “Russian Boom. Art Ex-
hibition as Means of Diplomacy between USSR and West Germany 1970-1990”. 
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Since 2012, she has been a lecturer at the Institute for Art Science and Media Theo-
ry in Karlsruhe, and since 2008, she has presented lectures at numerous international 
symposiums and colloquiums around Europe including Basel, Berlin, Madrid, Mu-
nich, Vienna and Warsaw. As editor and researcher, her articles on Vladimir Tatlin, 
Teresa Margolles, and the political instrumentalization of aesthetic practice can be 
found in various online and print media. She has also worked as curatorial assistant 
at the Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden-Baden and at the Russian State Museum of 
St. Petersburg. Dr. Korowin is currently a Fellow at the Brigitte-Schlieben-Lange 
Program of the Ministry for Science, Research and Art in Stuttgart/Germany where 
she is pursuing her professional doctorate degree. She has a postdoc-position at 
Internationales Graduiertenkolleg 1956 “Kulturtransfer und kulturelle Identität“ at 
the Albrecht-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg. 
Krnić Marija is a PhD student at the Theatre and Performance Studies Depart-
ment, University of Warwick and she works on the doctoral thesis on the doctoral 
thesis entitled ‘Hybridity, Cross Cultural Transfer, and Performance of National 
Identity – Saints’ Plays in Croatian Theatre and Culture’. She is interested medieval 
religious theatre and its contemporary re-actualizations. Specifically, her research 
explores saints’ plays in eastern Adriatic urban communities, focusing on the cultural 
and social history of such performances, and the revival of saints’ plays in the context 
of the late-twentieth-century state-building project in Croatia. Before coming to 
Warwick she gained an MA degree in Medieval studies at the Central European 
University in Budapest, an MA in Croatian philology and Comparative literature 
from the University of Zagreb, and she was a visiting student at the University of 
Trieste. She also worked as a dance teacher and choreographer. 
Matsaberidze Meri is an author of more than 60 published bibliographic and sci-
entific papers; Participant of International and Regional Scientific Conferences. She 
leaded lectures abroad and worked as a curator of exhibitions. She received many 
scientific grants as an author of the projects and worked also as a researcher.  For 27 
years she worked as a custodian of Fine Arts fund in the Georgian State Museum of 
Theater, Music, Cinema and Choreography, she also worked in the Zurab Tsereteli 
Museum MOMA-TBILISI as a head of the Educational and Creative Studio. Her 
PhD thesis titled: “Hidden layers in the creativity of Petre Otskheli (based on ar-
chival, memorable materials)” is supervised by Professor Irine Abesadze and funded 
by LTD “Creditpoint”. She currently works at the Valerian Gunia Union of Young 
Theatre Artists - OISTAT national centre of Georgia, as an Art expert and project 
manager. 
Oboladze Tatia is a third-year PhD candidate at Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State 
University. Her thesis, supported by Shota Rustaveli National Scientific Foundation 
(Georgia), is titled  `The Conceptual and Stylistic Dialogue of Georgian Symbol-
ism with the Russian and French Symbolism`. Her research interests are Georgian 
modernism and literary fairytales.
Opitz Sophie-Charlotte is a PhD candidate in Visual Culture Studies and research 
assistant at the Institute for Art Education, Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany. 
In addition, she is a Scimento – hessenweit scholarship holder and works as a lecturer 
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at the Hessische Schülerakademie (hsaka.de). She graduated in Art Education and 
Philosophy at Goethe University with a thesis on aesthetics of conceptual war pho-
tography. She is a member of several research groups, e.g. Frankfurt Memory Stud-
ies Platform (memorystudies-frankfurt.com) and Frankfurt Humanities Research 
Center (fzhg.org). In her PhD project she focuses on intermedial and intertextual 
dynamics and relations between different conceptual war photographs. Her research 
interests include picture theory, concepts of time and temporality, strategies of visu-
alization, the nexus between the visible and visibility as well as cultural pictorial 
memory forms. The project is located at the intersection of Visual Culture Studies 
and Memory Studies.
Panayiotou Stavros is a third-year PhD Candidate at the Department of Byz-
antine History, Culture and Philosophy, Neapolis University, Cyprus. He has ob-
tained a BA in History, MA in Byzantine History) and MPhil (Philosophy). His 
doctoral thesis, supervised by Prof. S. Roussos, deals with Islamic Navigation and 
its impact in Byzantine territories of the Eastern Mediterranean (649-904 AD). 
The main research question of his thesis (researching especially Arabic primary 
source material) is whether the Islamic fleet has been on an equal footing with 
that of the Byzantines in the Eastern Mediterranean (7th-10th c.) and whether 
the two powers shared military and naval intelligence during their expeditions. 
He has been participating in several scientific conferences across Europe such as 
Turin, Bochum, Thessaloniki, Naxos, Bari, Dublin, Sofia exploring themes con-
cerning the Arabo-Byzantine Naval Seafaring in Medieval Mediterranean. He has 
also been an affiliated researcher in MARES project at the University of Exeter 
in 2007. He teaches Arabic at the Educational Center of the Ministry of Educa-
tion in Cyprus and he is a member of the Byzantine Society in Cyprus preparing 
panels and lectures during annual conferences.

Proksch-Weilguni Stefanie is a PhD Student of Art History, University of Vi-
enna, since 2016. Her research is focused on Maria Lassnig’s New York years from 
1968-1980 and her role in the feminist group of the Women/Artist/Filmmakers. 
Since March 2016 she is Assistant at the Artist-in-Residence Program of Lower 
Austria. Her working experience also include currating assistant at Museum der 
Moderne Salzburg and internship at the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Ven-
ice. She has gained various important awards and scholarships, such as: Fellow-
ship of the Maria Lassnig Foundation (2017), Sir Ernst Gombrich Prize (2016), 
Stipend of the University of Vienna for excellent achievements (2012 and 2014) 
and Erasmus Outgoing Stipend at the Humboldt-University Berlin (2014). She 
has conducted lectures at International Conferences as Performing Art History. 
The relevance of Romanian performance art before 1989 for contemporary art, Lec-
ture at the University of Vienna, Kunsthistorische Gesellschaft, November 30th 
2016; Schichten hinter Glas. MNAC in Bukarest, Lecture at the 87. Student’s Con-
gress of Art History in Heidelberg, Germany, November 28th 2014. Her selected 
publications include: Performing Art History, in: Katalin Cseh-Varga (ed.), Photo 
- Performance, Performance Photography in Real Existing Socialisms, Special Issue, 
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JoCCaEE. (evaluation process of the editorial board).
Ruppio Christin  is a PhD Student working as a part of a PhD Project since 2015. 
The title of her dissertation is “Karl Ernst Osthaus and the Hohenhof in Hagen - A 
model of cultural promotion”. She holds a Master of Arts degree in “Cultural Analy-
sis and Cultural Mediation” from the Technical University Dortmund. Since 2016 
she is a Research associate at the Institute for Art and Material Culture, Department 
of Art History, Technical University in Dortmund.
Sekelj Sanja is an art historian born in Varaždin, Croatia in 1987. She works as a 
research assistant at the Institute of Art History in Zagreb, Croatia and is a PhD 
candidate at the Postgraduate program in Humanities at the University of Zadar 
from 2015. She is a team member of the ARTNET project, conducted at the In-
stitute of Art History in Zagreb. She received her MA degree in French Language 
and Literature and Art History from the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, 
University of Zagreb, in 2014. Since 2013 she is a member of the curatorial team of 
Miroslav Kraljević Gallery. 
Swoboda Katharina born 1984, graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Vi-
enna, and has been a PhD student at the transdiciplinary doctorate programme at 
University of Fine Arts of Hamburg since 2014. Recent exhibition include Medi-
terranea 18 Young Artists Biennale in Tirana and Durres 2017; National Gallery 
in Sofia 2017; Neue Galerie Graz 2016. She received several grants and awards, 
eg. from the Regional Government of Styria, Department of Culture and the Aus-
trian Federal Chancellery. She is member of the Golden Pixel Cooperative in Vi-
enna. Presentations include Hazy borders of the heart. Supported by Academy of 
Fine Arts Leipzig. Acud Berlin 2016, Besti-arium. Rappresentazioni dell’Umano e 
dell’Animale. University Verona 2016, Tiere in den Künsten und der ästhetischen 
Forschung. Zurich University of the Arts 2016, CAS Audiovisul Seminars at Film 
Academy Of Performing Arts, Prague 2013. Publication assigments include: ‘Von 
der Demilitarisierten Zone zum Friedenspark. Eine Spekulation’, Mapping Plants, 
Hanne Loreck (ed.) Hamburg 2017; ‘Empty Frame: The “Penguin Pond” in London 
Zoo’, Bestiarium. Coference book, 2017 (review pending); ‘Der Zoo als Schauplatz 
des Krieges’, Tierstudien: Tiere und Krieg, Jessica Ullrich (ed.) 2017 (pending). 
Teaching: ‘Posthumanismus in der Kunst. Eine Einführung’, 2016/17, University of 
Fine Arts of Hamburg.
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